
Hudson Yards is here after a dozen years of planning and $16 billion of construction — and Manhattan won’t be the same. 

The fi rst half of a 27-acre, $28 billion, something-for-everyone mini-city between 10th and 11th avenues in the lower West 

30s opens to the public on March 15.

It’s the largest privately built real-estate project in US history. Its current 15 acres are bigger than the 12-acre, original 

Rockefeller Center between Fifth and Sixth avenues. When fully completed, Hudson Yards will be twice as large as the 

World Trade Center.

It’s hard to grasp that the spectacular new structures, one of them 1,268-feet high, stand atop an active train yard — an 

open-wound eyesore that long defi ned the low-rise backwater of the Far West Side.

It might have stayed that way forever if former Mayor Michael Bloomberg hadn’t rezoned the entire “manufacturing” 

neighborhood, where there was almost no manufacturing, to allow large new buildings to rise for living and working.

The complex developed by Related Companies and Oxford Properties Group is anything but a walled-off  corporate 

enclave — although it has a fortress-like appearance viewed from east or west. It’s a pity they didn’t include a grand and 

gracious public entrance portal on 10 Avenue. But once you fi nd your way in through any of a dozen-odd doors, or from 

the adjoining High Line Park, you’ll fi nd a welcoming place to shop, nosh, stroll — and to scale 154 fl ights of zigzag, open-

air stairs on a sculptural folly called Vessel.
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New Yorkers will finally get a first look at 100 stores ranging from popular-priced H&M to the city’s first Neiman Marcus. 

They’ll have a first taste of 25 restaurants, some from the world’s greatest chefs. They’ll enjoy a first climb of Thomas 

Heatherwick’s Vessel and traverse a five-acre landscaped plaza directly linked to two city-owned parks — Hudson 

Boulevard Park at West 33rd Street and the High Line at West 30th Street.

A few weeks later will come The Shed, an eye-popping cultural center inside a spiderwork-rimmed glass shell that can 

stretch like an accordion to suit different performances. The final leg of the High Line known as The Spur — not part of 

Hudson Yards but grafted to it at the hip — will be completed and join the rest of the park around the same time.

Another tower, 35 Hudson Yards, will open soon, with a giant Equinox health club and the first Equinox-branded hotel, as 

well as luxury condos. The city’s highest open-air observation deck will follow later this year atop super-tall office tower 

30 Hudson Yards. The observatory is the scary-looking triangle that protrudes from near the top; a restaurant and lounge 

might help visitors overcome a fear of heights.

Hudson Yards is the crescendo to a march of new projects running west from Madison Square Garden — the glass-domed 

Moynihan Train Hall (under construction between Eighth and Ninth avenues), mini-mega complex Manhattan West (poking 

its head up between Ninth and 10th) and, finally, Hudson Yards’ monumental facade of two sharply-angled towers with a 

gargantuan shopping hall slung like a hammock between them.

Many New Yorkers are baffled by the cluster of peaks that have come to own the formerly empty sky. Helen Rosner, a 

Brooklyn-dwelling writer for The New Yorker, might have spoken for more than a few recently when she tweeted a photo 

of the cloudbusters with the caption, “Maybe I don’t come into Manhattan enough but what the hell is this.”

It was a fair question for those who didn’t follow Hudson Yards’ progress. It’s had detractors since it was announced 

more than 10 years ago. This is New York, after all! But NIMBY types can’t groan over issues that made certain other big 

developments easy to hate.

It doesn’t throw shadows on Central Park or imperil Hudson River fish. It didn’t uproot longtime residents or businesses 

because all of its 18 million square feet of office, retail, recreational and residential space stands above the train yard. The 

epic feat required building from bedrock below and thrusting the structures through a steel-and-concrete platform.

Even so, there’s been quibbling over subsidies to provide tenants — not Related — with several hundred millions of 

dollars in tax relief over time. There’s even been grumbling that the city paid the MTA $2.4 billion to extend the 7 line — a 

ridiculous criticism of a mass-transit benefit for the whole area.

Architectural critic Justin Davidson snarked over “a corporate city-state . . . aloof from the porous, welcoming spontaneous 

metropolis.” One art “expert” proclaimed the Vessel — likely to be one of the city’s most visited sights — an “eyesore” and 

a “monstrosity.” Another claimed that The Shed reflects a “dystopian cultural vision.”

Even restaurant critics got into the act: Eateries from the likes of Thomas Keller, Jose Andres and David Chang somehow 

“bode poorly for the future of eating out in New York,” according to Eater.com’s Ryan Sutton.

Although the complaints are mostly ridiculous, Related Companies founder and Chairman Stephen M. Ross sounded stung 

by the sniping. He said at a recent media walk-through, “This is not a project for the rich, not an enclave. We’re hitting all 

income levels at every price point. It’s a city within the city that’s also part of the city.”

Ross is right. There are Body Shop and Sephora as well as Rolex and Stuart Weitzman; Shake Shack as well as pricey, 

fish-by-the-pound Milos. The plaza and the Vessel are free to all. But if the complex isn’t quite a “new neighborhood,” as 

Related claims, it’s hard to say exactly what it is, because it’s unlike anything we’ve seen — which is part of what makes 

it fun.

Its sheer scale has no precedent. Twenty years ago, Ross boasted to The Post that Time Warner Center’s mall would make 

Trump Tower’s atrium “a postage stamp by comparison.” Today, TWC is the postage stamp compared with Hudson Yards’ 



730,000 square feet of shops and restaurants — a breathtakingly voluminous venue that’s much larger than downtown’s 

Brookfield Place and the World Trade Center mall combined.

Attempted parallels with other major urban complexes fall flat as well. Hudson Yards isn’t geographically and atmospherically 

remote from the historic central city like London’s Canary Wharf — it’s 10 minutes on foot from Penn Station and a three-

minute ride from Times Square on the 7 train.

It’s no grafted-on appendage to Manhattan like Battery Park City, which is built on Hudson River landfill. It mocks Brooklyn’s 

slow-moving Pacific Park (née Atlantic Yards) where a few unrelated buildings are widely scattered amidst empty lots. Its 15 

acres are no “superblock” like the old World Trade Center. West 33rd Street runs freely through the Yards for pedestrians 

and vehicles, unlike the new Trade Center’s barricaded and restricted Greenwich Street.

And who should care, given that there were no blocks of any kind there before?

Hudson Yards’ office skyscrapers are already a raging success. They’ve drawn marquee tenants from other parts of 

Manhattan and from farther afield. Companies including Tapestry (formerly Coach Inc.) and L’Oréal USA filled 10 Hudson 

Yards from the day it opened two years ago. Warner Media, KKR and Wells Fargo Securities are coming to 30 Hudson 

Yards. Point 72 and law firm Milbank Tweed have started moving into 55 Hudson Yards. Global financial giant BlackRock 

will anchor 50 Yards now in construction.

How well the stores will do in a fading bricks-and-mortar retail climate remains to be seen. Will people want to buy baubles 

from Van Cleef & Arpels on 10th Avenue? Related says all the new stores will offer “experiential” features that are now in 

vogue.

The restaurants are uniformly beautiful. Their chefs are among the world’s greatest. But they’ll need more than a relatively 

few condo owners and tourists pouring in from the High Line to fill a total 1,600 new seats.

Related is confident that more bodies and money will arrive soon.

Thanks to the rezoning of the wider Hudson Yards District, Brookfield’s Manhattan West — half the size of Related’s first 

phase but no pipsqueak — will soon open with tenants such as Skadden Arps and the National Hockey League, more 

stores and restaurants and another public plaza. A skyscraper called The Spiral, the new home for Pfizer, is going up next 

door. A large Marriott hotel at 10th Avenue and 34th Street just opened its doors.

The western rail yard, yet to be decked over, will be mainly residential with a second thicket of dramatically styled towers. 

But the brave new world New Yorkers will meet next week should keep everyone enthralled for years to come. Go and 

behold.


